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THE WAR AND PEACE PARTIES OF
PRE-REVOLUTIONARY TEXAS, 1832-1835
by lodella D. Kite

Although many people are conversant with the Texas Revolution and
events leading to it, relatively little research has been published until
recently on the War and Peace parties of 1832-1835. These two factions
within the Anglo-American population of Texas helped to sway public
opinion both for and against armed conflict in the crucial days leading
to the revolution. The War and Peace parties cannot be defined easily
because they were not established political parties. They were labels faT
persons of opposing political dispositions. Both factions surfaced during
the disturbances of 1832. Members of the War Party either participated
in the disturbances or condoned them. The Peace Party, probably representing more Texans throughout the period, loudly criticized the agitation. Events of 1835, which displayed the increasing centralized nature
of Santa Anna's regime, began to define the lines between the Peace and
War parties.
The War and Peace parties were not called by those names until July
1835. The parties did not label themselves by these terms but instead
described the opposition with them. Usually one faction referred to the
other in such harsh terms as "tories" or "political fanatics." Although
histories of the revolution use the terms, few writers define them or provide a list of prominent leaders of the parties. Margaret S. Henson recently
offered an account of the Peace Party, but she did not include a full-scale,
quantitative analysis of leadership in that faction or in the opposing War
Party. Her generalizations are supported by information concerning five
spokesmen for the Peace Party and six for the War Party. The list is based
on the crises in 1832. Further, her points of comparison do not include
slave ownership or motives for coming to Texas.! In the present study,
biographical profiles for eight leaders of the Peace Party and fourteen
leaders of the War Party include information on age. origin. length of
residence in Texas, occupation, motive for coming to Texas, economic
holdings including slaves, and marital status. From these collective profiles
of each party. generalizations can be drawn regarding the groups. These
profiles present distinct differences in the makeup of the two parties which
clarify their contrasting viewpoints. Only by realizing the historical climate
in which these groups functioned can the clash of these individuals and
their points of view be understood.
The War and Peace parties of Texas are rooted in Mexican history.
beginning with the advent of Anglo settlers. Although not appearing until
1832, these factions emerged largely as a result of previous policies
established by the Mexican government such as the emancipation decree of
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1829 and the Law of April 6, 1830. The Emancipation Proclamation of
1829 attempted to prohibit slavery in the Mexican republic, but the seeds
of discontent were sown with the Law of April 6, 1830, which repealed
the national colonization law admitting American colonists and suspended
all incompleted contracts of empresarios. This law resulted from a report
by General Manuel de Mier y Teran following his inspection tour of Texas
in 1827-1828. The disturbances in 1832 at Anahuac, Velasco, and
Nacogdoches, in which certain Anglo settlers clashed with Mexican officials, set the stage upon which the final acts of the resolutionary drama
were played. 2 Although not referred to in specific terms at that time, the
War and Peace parties made their initial appearances in these disturbances
of 1832.
These recent events convinced Texans that the time was ripe to voice
their grievances to the new liberal government. Conventions met in 1832
and 1833 to address the most pressing issues of the colonists in order to
obtain redress from the Mexican government. Stephen F. Austin served
as president for the Convention of 1832, and William H. Wharton, a more
aggressive colonist than Austin, presided over the second convention.
Austin, preferring to present the views through the strictly legal channels
of petitions arising from ayuntamientos, advocated a calm, respectful manner in order to accomplish their goals. The Convention of 1833 petitioned
for the abolition of part of the Law of April 6, 1830 and drew up a constitution for the proposed separate State of Texas. Stephen F. Austin bore
the memorials to Mexico City and, after interminable delays, he had a
satisfactory meeting with President Santa Anna, who agreed to everything
except separate statehood. On his return trip, Austin was arrested at Saltillo
and forced back to Mexico City because the authorities had found out
about a hastily written letter to the ayuntamiento of Bejar urging it to
take the lead in establishing a provisional government. Austin spent eighteen months under arrest in Mexico City waiting for Mexican justice.
Despite personal periods of despondency, Austin advocated a "dead calm"
to be held in the Texas colonies. J
Since declaring for Santa Anna in 1832, the Texans had managed to
avoid entanglements in Mexico's civil wars. In 1834, disputes between
Monclova and Saltillo concerning the location of the state capital of
Coahuila y Texas, and public disfavor over the sale of lands to speculators,
brought the disagreements closer. The newly established Monclova
legislature passed liberal land sale acts in an effort to raise revenue quickly
for the state treasury. Frank Johnson and Samuel Williams attended the
session, so they were in a position to take advantage of these new speculation decrees. When the hue and cry went up against Santa Anna and his
turn toward centralism, these speculators emerged at the forefront of active
agitation against his regime. Thus the cry to fly to arms easily could be
understood as speculators simply trying to save their grants, while peace
advocates such as Thomas J. Chambers could be accused of sulking over
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being left out on the lucrative deals. Most Texas colonists were appalled
at what seemed to be the squandering of public lands. 4
In a repeat performance of 1832, the federal government again sent
to Anahuac a customs collector with deputies and a small detachment of
soldiers under the command of Captain Antonio Tenorio to begin the collection of shipping duties. After clashing with the Mexican officials over
a perceived inequity in the application of customs laws, a group of colonists
under the leadership of Andrew Briscoe and William B. Travis forced
Tenorio to surrender his post on June 30.
The majority of Texans disapproved of the rash action and, with only
three exceptions, every public meeting condemned it. Travis was forced
to write a conciliatory letter apologizing for his actions. Edward Gritten
and D.C. Barrett were sent to General Martin Perfecto de Cos at
Matamoros to explain the situation and assure the Mexican commander
of the loyalty of Texas citizens. Public opinion in Texas almost always
had favored caution and conciliation, probably in great part following
the example of Austin. Edward Gritten's semi-official reports to Colonel
Ugartechea in July reiterated the loyalty of the colonists, but repeatedly
warned of the danger of introducing more military troops into the region.
He felt that almost anything would be tolerated but that. The Mexican
authorities, justifiably concerned, reacted. General Cos issued an order
for the arrest of Lorenzo de Zavala, a Federalist opposing Santa Anna.
Cos later included William B. Travis, R.M. Williamson, Frank W.
Johnson, Samuel Williams, and Moseley Baker in the arrest order. The
Anglo colonists balked at surrendering their fellow countrymen to Cos's
military court. 6 What followed was a snowballing effect toward war.
j

Community committees of safety and correspondence all over the
province of Texas called for a consultation to convene at Washingtonon-the-Brazos on October 15. A movement toward a convention of the
people moved from a means of public professions of loyalty to becoming
a tool of the War Party.7 The Committee at Columbia, in its proclamation for a consultation, soberly observed, "we occupy the unenviable attitude of a people, who have not a shadow of legitimate government. t'8
On August 31, Travis proudly boasted in three different letters that people had united and that the Peace Party had fallen virtually silent. 9 Barker
explained this change of mind:
Had there been no atmosphere of racial distrust enveloping the
relations of Mexico and the colonists, a crisis might not have
followed. Mexico might not have thought it necessary to insist
so drastically on unequivocal submission; or the colonists might
not have believed so firmly that submission would endanger their
liberty, As it was, the Texans at first evaded then categorically
declined to make the arrests; while the same municipalities that
had professed unswerving loyalty to Mexico were entirely
outspoken in opposing the military occupation of the province ...
these men who refused to deliver their neighbors to military
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authority for trial outside the colony were sons of the generation that
indignantly protested against Great Britain's revival of Henry VII's
law of treason ... and they had already experienced some inconveniences from Mexican garrisons in 1832. 10

Upon his return from a long imprisonment which had convinced him
of the despotic nature of the Mexican government, Stephen F. Austin
declared himself in favor of the Consultation. Gail Borden later noted
Austin's return as the pivotal point, " 'if Col Austin is for peace, we are
for peace, if he is for war we are for War.' "liThe last bastion of peace
fell; it was a time for war.
The faction often termed the War Party historically has been called
a variety of names - some complimentary, others not. The first use of
the term "War Party" appeared relatively late in the pre-Revolutionary
period. Few definitions of the faction have been provided in the past. Those
who attempt to do so commonly use some patriotic adjectives or the term
"action." In the few instances where someone has ventured a list of
members, the core of individuals has remained intact while the supporting cast differs widely.
Early Texans often referred to parties, but they almost always meant
the political parties of Mexico. The first mention of Texas parties appeared
in letter from Stephen F. Austin to Samuel M. Williams on March 12,
1831. Austin stated:
I have understood that Jorge [Fisher] is publishing or has published
a book, against me. He is a second Dayton and believes that nothing
was wanting but a leader among the settlers to turn them all against
me. , fear that the main object is to try and create parties in the colony and by that means ruin us all. 12

On April 22, 1833, Austin prophetically wrote to James F. Perry,
"Unfortunately we have some personal parties, amongst us - but this
is an evil that will correct itself in time." 13 In reporting his arrest to Samuel
Williams, Austin explained his actions toward the San Felipe conventions:
"My object was to smother the party spirit and violent and ruinous
divisions which I saw brewing in the colony. " 14 Two days later in a letter
to Perry, Austin repeatedly pleaded for "no more party spirit. "I~ By
August of 1834, pejoratives were used to refer to what was later termed
the "War Party." Austin called them "mere demagogues and political
fanatics" in a letter to Perry on August 25, 1834. The next day he described
them as "political fanatics and political adventurers. "16 In November 1834,
Thomas F. McKinney claimed they were '~a few aspiring ambitious
demagogues. "17 Stephen F. Austin reiterated this idea on November 6,
1834:
Those who are constantly trying to climb the skies without a ladder,
must learn by experience that such a course will not do, before they
can be useful to the country, or even to themselves ... YDung men
of this class will be useful and very valuable members of society
hereafter, when experience shall have fully matured their judgment
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and tempered their youthful ardor and taught them prudence. But
untill [sic] then they are better calculated to do harm by keeping up
excitements and filling newspapers with violent and inflamatory [sic]
remarks than anything else. II

Henry Austin, in a letter to Perry on November 14, referred to "the
unauthorized doings of a few ambitious agitators of revolutionary
measures. "19 A frustrated Stephen F. Austin wrote from his imprisonment in Mexico:
I wish that all the unquiet spirits in Texas would organize themselves
into a corps and explore a good route for a wagon road to Chihuahua
- in that way they can be usefull [sic] to Texas. 10

A meeting at Gonzales on July 8, 1835, reported that:
many energetic remarks were made in respect to the late corruptions
at Monclova and the efforts to cover the headlong retreil [sic] of the
speculating party in a Provisional Government. 21

The War Party first received that name on July 25, 1835, when I.H.C.
Miller suggested the arrest of the prominent leaders, reporting, "All here
is in a train for peace, the war and speculating parties are entirely put
down. "22 Thomas J. Chambers reported on July 31, "I shall proceed in
a short time to Nacogdoches ... to quiet the war party."24 The clearest
explanation by a contemporary observer appeared in a broadside from
an anonymous author. In a plea for unity. the author, under the name
of "J ostus," described the parties in Texas, maintaining that the War
Party:
compose a large and very respectable portion of the community, and
they urge with very great plausibility. that Texas is now by the repeated
acts of the general Government entirely released from her alliance to
the late republic of Mexico, that she is thrown back into a complete
state of nature, and that by the laws of nature and of nations; she
has an indisputable right to take care of herself. 24

Stephen F. Austin reported to P _W. Grayson on September 19 that General
Cos insisted on the surrender of the individuals so "War then is inevitable
.. . War and peace parties are at an end." 2S
Historians have made few attempts at defining the War Party_ Frank
W. Johnson, one of its leaders, noted many years later, "there was a small
party in Texas ready to make the most of any occasion for friction with
Mexico. "26 Eugene C. Barker called them a "small but very active party
... [which] counseled secession from Mexico.' '2.7 William Kennedy termed
them "Separatists" who stood for "proclaiming Texas an independent
member of the Mexican Federation, at every hazard, t, 28 John Henry Brown
defended the War Party against critics, stating:
they have been stigmatized as 'fanatics,' 'demagogues' and 'agitators.'
The allegation is at war with the truth. It has its parentage in the desire
to cover the extreme conservatism of men to whom the people looked as leaders; yet who opposed independence until a unified public
sentiment left no grounds upon which such conservatism could stand. 29
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In her study on the Alamo t Amelia Williams defined the War Party as
simply, "a faction of the Texans who were always ready to assert and
to maintain their rights, by force if necessary. "30
Frank W. Johnson described the activities of the War Party during
July and August 1835 as consisting:
chiefly of spreading through the country reports of the progress of
centralization in Mexico and of the determination of the government
to overwhelm Texas by a military occupation and expel from the country all who had not fully complied with the colonization regulations
... The activities of the war party produced little effect at first because
the people believed that the alarming rumors were being spread by
land speculators who hoped in some way to profit by an agitation
of the public. 31

In August 1835, General Cos asked the people not to listen to men who
were without a country and had nothing to lose. Thomas M. Thompson,
an English-born Mexican naval officer t advised the citizens of Anahuac
to remain at home, accusing the War Party of being those without home
or families. 32
For the purposes of creating a biographical profile of War Party
leaders, which might be used to generalize about them, individuals were
chosen by word or deed in agitation for action against the Mexican government in the period from 1832 to 1835. Although some were designated
by others as belonging to the War Party, to be included in this study they
still had to implicate themselves in some active way that could be
documented.
In a scathing letter to Sam Houston in 1844 t Moseley Baker provided
a list of his fellow War Party members which included John A. and
William R. Wharton, Branch T. Archer, W.B. Travis, R.M. Williamson,
Samuel Williams, Frank W. Johnson, Thomas F. McKinney, John K.
Allen, James Bowie t William Pettus, l.R. Money, and Joseph Baker. 33
John Henry Brown provided two lists. The first included the Whartons,
Archer, Travis, Bowie and Williamson, but added Henry Smith, William
G. Hill, Asa Hoxey, Edward Burleson, Ira R. Lewis, George Sutherland,
and James B. Patrick. Brown's second list concerned only the Navidad
and Lavaca river areas. This list of names did not include a single prominent leader. This was part of his effort to prove that the War Party was
not all politicians and professional men who lived in towns, but induded
a sizable number of farmers. J4 Eugene C. Barker has maintained that the
party numbered no more than a dozen. 3S Margaret S. Henson cited five
of the most prominent leaders. 36 For this study the following persons were
used as representative leaders of the War Party; Archer, Baker t Bowie,
Andrew Briscoe, Johnson t Robert Mills, Smith, Travis, Edwin Waller,
Williamson, William H. Jack, Patrick C. Jack, and the two Wharton
brothers.
Composite profiles of Peace Party and War Party leaders includes
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the following categories: the age of each member, place of origin, length
of residence in Texas, occupation, motive for coming to Texas, residence
while in Texas. economic holdings in land and/or slaves, and marital
status.
The general profile of War Party leaders is different from that of
Peace Party leaders, discussed in detail below. The War Party spokesmen
had an average age of thirty-three years at the end of 1835, ranging from
Andrew Briscoe's twenty-three years to Henry Smith's forty-seven years.
The War Party hailed from the Border South or from the Deep South
and migrated into the frontier states or directly into Texas. Moseley Baker,
for example, was born in Virginia, moved to North Carolina, and hurried out of Alabama to Texas. The length of residence in Texas of the War
Party members averaged five years, from John A. Wharton's two years
to Frank W. Johnson's nine years. Lawyers made up thirty-six percent
with the rest being mostly merchants, farmers, and surveyors. James
Bowie, because of his various schemes, composes a category by himself.
Twenty-nine percent came to Texas as a result of crimes they committed
or love affairs gone sour, often a combination of both. Fifteen percent
evidently came for the adventure while another fifteen percent came for
health. Moseley Baker slipped into Texas with $21,800 that belonged to
the Bank of Alabama. William B. Travis experienced trouble in Alabama
over the fidelity of his wife, possibly killed a man, and fled to Texas. It
is rumored that Branch T. Archer came because he killed a man in a duel.
The Jack brothers were simply looking for adventure. Noah Smithwick
told of a popular song which commented on the moral fibre of the inhabitants in one particular municipality:
The United States, as we understand,
Took sick and did vomit the dregs of the land.
Her murderers, bankrupts, and rogues you may see,
All congregated in San Felipe. 37

The highest percentage of War Party leaders lived in Brazoria with some
in San Felipe. James Bowie was the only one who lived in Bejar.
Records of the economic holdings of the War Party leaders are incomplete and difficult to assess. The "Census" of 1840, using tax rolls
together with records from the Texas General Land Office, can help to
alleviate the paucity of sources, but the census could renect prosperity
after the war. Most of the War Party had obtained headright grants by
1835. with fifty percent having little more than their headright. At least
seventy-one percent owned slaves sometime in the period from 1830 to
1840. W.H. Jack, Robert Mills, Edwin Waller, and W.H. Wharton had
more than thirty slaves by 1840. While the War Party contained both large
and small landowners, it included a number of slaveholders who could
be classified as planters.
Within the half of the War Party who were married, there existed
some interesting variations. William B. Travis, who was separated from
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his wife and later divorced s alternately listed himself as single and widowed.
Henry Smith married a second wife who was the sister of his late first
wife and later a third wife who was the twin of his second.
Contemporary references to "Peace PartyU are even more rare than
to the "War Party." Travis used the term for the first time in a letter
to Bowie on July 30, 1835. He stated, "The peace-party, as they style
themselves, I believe are the strongest, and make much the most noise."38
The anonymous author of a broadside, dated August 20, 1835, divided
the Peace Party into two groups - those who were cautious and those
for unqualified submission. On August 31. 1835, Travis referred to the
opposition as the "Mexican or Tory Party. "39
The Peace Party probably representated the majority of the colonists.
William Kennedy claimed that the Peace Party desired to maintain the:
connexion [sic] with Coahuila. according to the regulations of the
Federal Constitution. By that Constitution, all loyal citizens, whether
native or naturalised [sic], held themselves bound to abide, according
to their oaths ... The bulk of the colonists, consisting of quiet husband~
men, to whose prosperity, peace was all-important, were tranquillised
by assurances which harmonised with their wishes. 40

John Henry Brown called the term l 'Peace Party" inappropriate and
claimed that there' 'was no unconditional Peace Party, beyond an insignificant little nest of tories, who received the prompt attention of Gen.
Houston, immediately after the battle of San Jacinto."41 Brown also
maintained:
The conservative man, counseling moderation one day and hoping
for sunshine with the next news from Coahuila or from the capital
city. was liable, before a change in the moon, to have his hopes blasted
and be driven to modify his views. 42

Eugene C. Barker explained the attitude of the Peace Party:
They recognized certain rights of the central Government in Texas,
and, desiring peacc s were slow to believe, that these rights would be
exceeded. More thoughtful conservatives who may have seen the
danger from Santa Anna's plans probably feared that Texas could
not sustain a struggle with Mexico, and advocated non-resistance as
a policy of expediency.4J

Some sacrifices, however, the Peace Party refused to make, including the
continued garrisoning of Texas and the surrender of the radical leaders
to the military. 44
Peace Party leaders do not lend themselves easily to delineation
because action was rarely involved in the quest for a peaceful solution
to Texas' problems. Margaret S. Henson supplied two lists of Peace Party
members, using the term "tories. One list is composed of five individuals
drawn from the crises of 1832 for use in comparison against six agitators
of the same period. An appendix to her article names twelve individuals
who favored the Peace Party from June 1835. to February 1836 tl
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relatively late in the war-peace controversy. 45 The following persons advocated quiet and calm or protested against the actions of the more radical
colonists generally throughout the period from 1832 to 1835: Stephen F.
Austin, D.C. Barrett, Josiah H. Bell, David G. Burnet, Thomas J.
Chambers, Edward Gritten, J .H.C. Miller, and John A. Williams.
The Peace Party had an average age of forty-two years at the end
of 1835, excluding two members whose birthdates are unknown. For example, David G. Burnet and D.C. Barrett were both forty-seven years
of age in 1935. Fifty percent followed a pattern of being from the Border
South or Deep South, migrating west into frontier states or directly into
Texas. The other half of the Peace Party came from the North or from
a foreign country. Edward Gritten, for example, was born in London but
had become a Mexican citizen before moving to Texas. By the end of 1835,
Peace Party members had lived in Texas for an average of over seven years.
This figure does not reflect accurately the length of residence, however,
because two members came in 1935, which made the average much lower
than it would have been otherwise. A more typical example would be
Josiah H. Bell, who came with the "Old Three Hundred." Twenty-five
percent practiced law, with farmers accounting for another quarter. John
A. Williams was a planter in Liberty who also owned one of the earliest
cotton gins. The motives for coming to Texas for more than thirty-seven
percent of the Peace Party cannot be determined. One-fourth came as empresarios. and one-fourth came because friends or relatives lived in Texas.
Thomas J. Chambers was appointed by the Mexican government to the
judicial system. The Peace Party members resided in various places, but
none lived in Brazoria, J .H.C. Miller, for example, was from Gonzales,
where the first battle of the revolution took place. Most of the Peace Party
members had obtained their headrights by 1835. About half had substantial holdings while the other half had little more than their headrights.
Thomas J. Chambers held 40.75 leagues in 1835 to Edward Gritten's 1.5
leagues. At least seventy-five percent owned slaves in the period from 1830
to 1840. Only John A. Williams owned more than thirty. Sixty-three percent were married, and the marital status of twelve percent is unknown.
Edward Gritten was married to a Mexican woman.
A strong contrast can be seen in comparing the makeup of the two
parties. Sixty-three percent of the Peace Party were married, compared
to fifty percent of the War Party. Brazoria was a gathering place for the
agitators. Both groups had followed the western frontier migration pattern to some extent, but the Peace Party contained Northerners and Europeans. This suggests that the War Party considered Texas as simply part
of the Southern frontier. The nine-year age difference, with the Peace Party
averaging forty-two years old and the War Party averaging thirty-three
years, probably indicates more maturity and wisdom among the advocates
of restraint. The variety of motives for coming to Texas precludes definite
conclusions, except for the pocket of war agitators who fled previous
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abodes under duress, such as Archer, Travis, Baker, and others. The circumstances under which these individuals left their homes would indicate
that perhaps they were more easily aroused to wrath and controversial
action. The interpretation that a cultural conflict between Americans and
Mexicans was at the root of the Texas Resolution is reinforced by the fact
that at least one War Party member, Henry Smith, held strong prejudices
against Mexicans as a race, and at least two Peace Party members, Gritten
and Chambers, had experienced Mexican culture and society in some
depth. The parties differed little in their economic holdings in land.
Seventy-five percent of Peace Party leaders owned slaves, compared to
seventy-one percent of the War Party. Four War Party members owned
more than thirty slaves, however, compared to one member of the Peace
Party with that many, which might reflect concern about the loss of slaves
and status if Mexican laws were enforced. The seven-year average length
of residence in Texas by the Peace Party, compared to five for the War
Party, implies a higher stake by Peace Party members in the well-being
of their province. The makeup of the War Party with thirty-six percent
lawyers is deceptive since fully one-half were qualified as lawyers but held
other jobs as well. Thirty-seven percent of the Peace Party were qualified
to practice law but probably only one leader did. Stephen F. Austin warned
in 1829 of the danger of lawyers in the colonies:
In this country the Lawyer who is most active in getting the ears of
the people, has generally succeeded in inlisting [sic] their feelings in
his favor and in rousing their inflamitory [sic] passions or creating
violent prejudices against his opponent ... I do believe that a Lawyer
would get rich by picking to pieces the property of one hundred
americans, when he would starve on 20,000 of any other people on
earth. 46

The War and Peace parties of pre-revolutionary Texas were made
up of men caught in the turmoil of their time. These men voiced their
convictions and, at times, risked their lives to stand up for those beliefs.
The image of the Peace Party as men patiently struggling for understanding
between the Mexican government and the Texas colonists can be explained
in light of their longer residence in Texas and more broadly based origins.
The reputation of the War Party as hot-headed heroes is reinforced by
their youth, colorful backgrounds, argumentative nature - especially the
lawyers, and their stake in Texas remaining a slavehoIding region. Thus,
as leading political figures gravitated into opposing camps. they provided
contrasting viewpoints around which Anglo-Texans rallied.
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TABLE47
THE WAR PARTY
lillie

Age onalM

Archer,
Branch 1.
Baker,
Moseley

45

Hoklllgt

OCCUPllIOI

Mt~1

ReaidlllCI

~GOlIJm IG

4 yrs

doclor

Brazoria?

1 league, al least 1 lownlo! in Velasco

W

33 Virginia'

3 yrs?

lawyer,
politician,
banker

killed man
in duel
swiMled Bank
of Alabama

M

BoWie.
James

40? Ten" or
Kent·
Missouri·
LOUISiana

7 yrs

Briscoe,
Andrew

25 MISSISSlPpj

2 yrs

slave
10 traNlc
smuggler,
in land
planler,
Ia~d :;pee·
ulator, In·
dian fighter
merchant

San Felipe dellnquelll on taxes lor 60 l:>Wnlols in
Ga~eslon, 1476 acres surveyed, 1
townlo! In Houston. wife had 1107
compleled; 2 slaves: wife had 12
sla ~es (1 840): 10 leagues (bounly)
Bejar
1 lea3ue In Auslln's 2nd Colony,
111 18 1 $222.000 but ~ely shady
numbels; had 10 borrow money 1ram
falher'ln·law to go on hon~moon

Jack
Patrick C

27

Georgia·
Alabama

4 yrs

lawyer

Jack
William H

29

GeorQia·
Alabama

5 yrs

farmer,
lawyer

Johnson,
Francis W.

36 VIrginia·

9 yrs

surveyor

Mills,

26

lInllhDf

Mlrllli

1l8lldllllu

Virginia
N,C.·
Alabama

TeIln,·Ala"
111.·Missouri
Kentucky

Robert
Smith,
Hellry

47

Kent.·
Tenn·

5 YIS

7 yrs

Kool.·

Missouri

S.C.'

Travis,
William B.

26

4 yrs

Waller,
Edwin

35 Virglma·

4 yrs

W1arlon,
John A,

29 Tenn.

2 yrs

Wharton,
William H,

33 Virginia·

7 yrs

Williamson,
Robert M.

31

Georgia·
Alabama

8 yrs

81ltUI

'young and
adven!urous
spirits"
adventure

heallh

Tenn,

Liberly
Brazoria

Brawria

larmer,
leacher,
surveyor,
pOlilician
lawyer

BralOna

lleeing bad
marriage.
DE! maps murder
relative of
Jared Groce;
health
join brolher,
William

trader!
mercl1anl

~~~~da~~

newspapers
lawyer,
healtl1,
planter
(hunted
buffalo)
lawyer,
land

perhaps killed
love rival
in duel

~eculator,

1 camage. 1 townlot in Houslln, 13
tllwnlots In Harrisburg, 363 acres
sUl'leyed, 4 slaves (1840)
1;4 league; 1 carriage, 7 slayes (1 B4D)

San Feli~, 1 league; 5 horses, 75 callie, 2574
Brazoria
acres completed, 17 townlo~ In
Velasco, 2 \ownlots in Brazoria, 31
slaves 11840)
San FeliDC 1 league; 177 aeres surveyed

JI1€rchan~

planter?
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S

lawyer

Minn
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$54,000 in noles); a home in QUln1ana

M

larmer,
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Columbia
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M
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